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A b s b a 6 There is a broad noge of Robotics Tec~otogies
that are currently being applied to the generic topic of
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). One of the most
important research topics in this Geld is Adaptive Cruise
Coatroi (ACC), aiming at adapting the vehicle speed to a
predenoed value while keeping a safe gap with regard to
po1enti.l obstades. For this purpose, a monocular virion
sptem provides the distance between the ego vehicle and the
pre~edlogvehicle on the mad. The complete system c m be
understood as a Vision-based ACC rootroller, based on
Fuay Logic, which assists the velocity vehicle control
offering driving strategies and actoation over the throttle of P
car. Thll conlroUer 1s embedded in PII PUtomaUc driving
system inrtnlied io two testbed mass-produced cars operating
in a red eavironmmt. The results obtained io these
experiments show B very good perbrmnce of the Vtsionbased gap controller, which is adaptable to all speeds and
gap sriaaioos
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This paper addresses the integration of computer vision,
mechatmnics, and fuzzy control techniques [9] in order to
get robatic aids to driving CM. The present application
includes a car computer throttle control powered by a fuvy
logic controller, with the capability of performing a Visionbased Adaptive Cruise Cantrol in an unmanndmanuai
driving. The experiments were made in a private test circuit
using two automated mass-produced vehicles as testbed

I. INTRODUC~ON
Intelligent Transportation Systems apply Robotics
techniques to achieve safe and eficient driving. In the
automotive industry, sensors are mainly used to give
information to the driver and, in some cases, they are
connected to a computer that performs some guiding
actions, attempting to minimize injuries and to prevent
collisions [I]. One of the applications of ITS is to provide
assistance to the control of some vehicle elements, like the
thmttle pedal and consequently, the speed-control
assistance. A Cruise Control (CC) system is a common
application of these techtuques. it consists of maintaining
the vehicle speed at a user (driver) pre-set speed. These
kind of systems are already mass installed on top of the
l i n e a d vehicles. A second and more sophisticated step in
the development of speed assistance is Adaptive Cruise
Control (ACC) [Z].ACC is similar to conventional cluise
control in that it keeps the vehicle pre-set speed. However,
unlike conventional cruise control, this new system can
automatically adjust the speed in order to maintain a proper
headway distance (gap) between vehicles in the same lane
[3]. In the current work this is achieved through a visual
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headway sensor, a PC, and a fuzzy-logic speed controller.
Previous research has shown that ACC systems can
improve uaffic conditions significantly [4, 51. ACC
systems have been in market since Miuubishi launched the
“preview Distance Control” for its Diamante model car in
1995. Toyotl, Nissan, Jaguar, Mercedes, Lexus, BMW [ 6 ] ,
and some car component industries have inmduced an
ACC system, although only as an optional device for
luxury vehicles. One limitation of these commercial
systems is that they control the speed of the car only at
speeds above 30-40Kmh and they fail at lower speeds in
heavy haffic. In such a case the equipped car must stop at a
safe headway if the preceding car stops. Likewise,
StopBrGo is one of the most tedious and tiring operations
human driven have to carry out. Automatic Stop&Go
systems are being developed in order to automate this
maneuver. The combination of ACC and StopBiCO
increases driving comfon, smooths traffic speed and allows
queues to discbarge faster from bottlenecks [3,7,8].

CarS.

11. VISION-BASED W C L E DETECTION
Obstacles detection is a basic skill every autonomous
vehicle must be endowed with in order to achieve reliable
navigation. A monocular colour vision system has been
deployed in this work in order to provide the vehicle with
visual reactive capacity. Vision-based ACC is expected to
provide more accurate range and range rate resolution than
laser scanners [IO] at a lesser expense.
A. Searching Area
The execution time is abruptly reduced hy limiting the
obstacles detection to some predefined area where the
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obstacles are more likely to appear. For this purpose,
vehicles are searched for only within the limits of the lanes.
Lane marking detection is then necessary. In this work lane
marking detection and tracking is carried out using clothoid
models [I I] to descrihe and reconsbuct the road geomehy.
Figure 1 shows a sequence of images depicting the lane
edges, as weU as the distance (in meters) from the left
wheel to the left lane (left), the distance from the right
wheel to the right lane (right), the radions of nwature of
the road (R), and the maximum velocity recommended by
the system (V)acwrding to R.

Fig. 2. Scqume of m
e
n
1 M a g s us% Canny's film. Thc Fast of
vchiclu is clwly indicatedby stroog ho-td
d g u dong thc 1-.

C. Temporal consistence
Using spatial feames as the only criterion for detecting
obstacles yields to sporadic incorrect vehicles detection in
real situations due to noise. Hence, a temporal validation
filter becomes necessaty to remove non-wnsistent objects
ffom the scene. This means that an object validated under
the spatial features criterion described in the previous
section must be detected several consecutive iterations in
the image in order to be considered as a real vehicle.
Otherwise it is discarded. A value H . 5 s has been used in
practice to ensure that a vehicle appears in the image in a
consistent time sequence. During the time-spatial
validation stage a major problem is to identify the
appearance of the Same vehicle in two cansecutive iiames.

Fig. I , Lane ~ a c E n gio a seqvmcs of images 1s a method ta determine a
E i O " o f i n t a a l for ObSlaClW searching.

In order to mbustly detect and track vehicles along the
road (either in the ego-vehicle lane or in adjacent lanes),
two consecutive processing stages are necessary. In the
fust step vehicles are localized based on edges and
symmetry propenies, while in the second one the already
detected vehicle is tracked using a real time estimator.

For this purpose, its (x,y) position in correlative frames
the position differences permit to
is used. In other WO&,,
describe the evolution of the vehicle in the image plane. At
time instant the (x,y) position of each validated object
under the spatial criterion is annotated in a dynamic list and
a time count is s M e d in order to keep track of temporal
consistence of all candidate vehicles. At time b+l the
process is repeated using the same spatial validation
criterion. The time count is increased only for those objects
whose distance to some of the previous candidate vehicles
is less than d,. Othenvise the time count is reset. A
candidate object is validated as a real vehicle when its time
count reaches ~ 0 . 5 ~Considering
.
that the complete
execntion time of the vision algorithm is 40 ms, an
empirical value d c l m has successfully pmven to
effectively detect real vehicles in the scene. Figure 3
depicts a couple of examples where the original and filtered
images arc illustrated together with the symmetry map of
the ROI and the fmal position of the detected vehicle. The
real distance to the preceding vehicle is measured using the
reconmcted clothoidal geometry of the mad.

B. Edges and symmefry dircriminafingunalysis
A fmt discriminating analysis is carried out within the
limits of the ROI determined by the lane edges. Edges and
symmetry feames are the key properties for this purpose.
A set of horizontal edges along the lane has demonstrated
to be a clear evidence indicating the possible presence of a
vehicle, as depicted in figure 2, where a sequence of
gradient images (Canny-based) is shown. Obviously, this
evidence must be further validated using additional
characteristics. Vertical edges and symmetry features are
utilized then for validation. The joint use of these
properties allows to obtain candidate edges representing the
limits of the vehicles currently circulating along the road.
Thus, a symmetry map [ 131 of the ROI (based on the lane
edges) is computed so as to enhance those objects in the
scene that present smog colour symmetly cbaracteristics.
After that, vertical edges are considered in pairs around
those regions of the ROI where a sufficiently high
symmetry measure (rejecting uniform areas) has been
obtain@ in order to account only for couples that represent
possible vehicle contours, disregarding those combinations
that lead to unrealistic vehicle shapes. Only those regions
complying with realistic edges smctures are validated as
candidate vehicles.
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the instantaneous speed and the time interval hetween two
speed measures. This input consists of two fuzzy variables:
Speed Error is the difference between the current speed
and the user-preset speed. We can express it
mathematically as folloas in (I).
Speed-Error

a1

Q)

Cl

= Currenf-Speed

- Pre-sel-Speed

(I)

d)

Fig. 3. Vchiclc dcfcEtioo a s m g l c ~ a)
. Ongjnal Lnagc. b) ROI cdge
cnhanmcnl. c) Vmicd sy”w map. d) Position of ddcctd vchiclc.

Acceleralion is approximated by the derivative of the
speed for the instant 1, described in expression (2).

D. Vehicle Trocking
The position of the vehicle detected in the previous
stage is tracked in two steps: position measurement and
position estimation. The image contained inside the
bounding box of the vehicle detected in the previous
iteration i s used as template in order to detect the updated
position of the vehicle in the current image based on a best
fit Correlation. After that, data association for position
validation is canied out using the (x,y) location of the
newly detected vehicle. Basically it must be determined
whether some of the objects in the current fiame
corresponds to the vehicle under tracking. For this purpose,
a limited searching area is specified around the vehicle
position yielding to efficient and fast detection. Likewise, a
minimum correlation value and template size are
established so as to determine the end of the tracking
process, whenever poor correlations are attained or in case
the vehicle gets too far away or out of the scene. The
vehicle position measurements are then filtered using a
Kalman filter. To avoid the pmblem of partial occlusions,
the previously estimated vehicle position is kept during 5
consecutive iterations without obtaining any validated
position before considering that the vehicle track has been
lost. Should this happens, vehicle tracking is stopped and
the vehicle detection sfage i s stated again. To illustrate the
vehicle tracking algorithm, figure 4 depicts a real trafiic
situation in which the preceding vehicle position is tracked
in a sequence of images. The position of the vehicle is
indicated by a blue bounding box, while the distance
between the ego-vehicle and the preceding vehicle is
shown below the hounding box. Additionally, the presence
of other vehicles in the adjacent lane is indicated by a red
horizontal line. The distance to the preceding vehicle as
well as the relative velocity between the preceding vehicle
and the ego-vehicle consitute the inputs to the Adaptive
Cruise Control (ACC) System.

Acceleration,

Current-Speed, -Current- Speed,,
At

(2)

Fig. 4. Example ofvcbiclc backing io il real faftie situation

The output of the fuzzy controller will be the new
accele~tor.tor-pedal-pressure-like
signal (electrical voltage)
that will be sent to the car intemal on-board computer
through the electronic layer. Inputs to the PD fuzzy
controller are normalized between 0 and 1. The output is
also a value in the (-1,l) range, which stands for the
increment (or decrement) that must be applied to the
throttle to achieve the desired speed. There are three
membership functions, two per each input variable and one
for the output result. The controller output is tbe stepping
on the accelerator pedal, performed through an electrical
signal. The fuzzy controller adds a weight to this output
between 0 and 1 in two linguistic labels; the “Up” label
means the control must release the accelerator pedal and
the “Down” label means the control must step on this
pedal. This output is incremental because it is added to the
accumulated value of the accelerator in each control I w p
iteration. By using the fuzzy modifiers MORE THAN and
LESS THAN only two combined rules are necessary for
the CC control system:

El. VISION-BASED ACC
The Vision-based Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) is
based on a fuzzy Cruise Control System. Although a
detailed description of the fuzzy CC and ACC can he found
in [ 121, a brief summary is provided next.
A. n e Fuzzy Cruise Control System.

IF Speed-Error MORE THAN null OR Accelerorion
MORE THAN null THEN Aceeleraforup
IF Speed-Error LESS THAN null OR Acceleration LESS
TEAN null THEN Accelemfor d o m

The equipped testbed vehicle provides the necessary
data to obtain the input information for the conml system:
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Time-Gap-larger: it is the time-headway set by the
user to be mainrained by the ACC system from the
preceding vehicle. In commemial vehicles it should be
between I and 2 seconds.

The Adoptive Fuzzy Cruise Control System
This second control system is based on the abovementioned fuzzy CC, with its objective being to maintain a
safe gap with regard to the preceding vehicle m the same
lane of the mad. This operation implies a speed adaptation
to the speed of the preceding vehicle that mum be done
automatically by the controller, overriding the CC speed
maintenance of the desired speed. The main application of
this controller is in highway driving and platoons, in order
to improve the safety and the comfort of driver and
passengers in a high-speed driving environment. The
extreme situation is when the preceding car stops; then the
ACC equipped car must stop too. This is a classical event
in traffic jam driving, and i s generically named Stop&Go.
Let it be clear that this is not a different controller; it is an
upgrade version of the previous controller. If no other car is
detected or the time-gap with a detected car is long enough,
this control works as the previous one. The keeping of a
user defined safe distance fmm the preceding vehicle is a
speed dependent function. This meam that the inter-vehicle
gap is to be larger as the speed is higher. This is the TimeHeadway concept basis: a time dependent safe distance
f?om the preceding car. For example, if we set a safe timegap of two seconds when we drive at 40 Km/h, the spacegap is 22.2 meters but if our speed is 100 K“,this gap is
about 55.5 meters. The setting of the time gap depends on
the braking power of the car, the weather, the maximum
driving speed, etc. For example, in Article 54 of the
Spanish Highway Code the following is stated

B.

Derivative a/ Tim-Gap: is the variation of the TimeGap-current with time. Its mission is to smooth the
actuation in the same way that the Acceleration smoothes
the Speed-Emor. The equation used to calculate this
variable for the control iteration i is (4).
Time- Gap)- Time-Gap,.,
d-Time-Gap, A.-A ,

(4)

This variable is unstable because it fluctuates wildly
between positive and negative values in consecutive
control iterations. An average filter is used for stabilizing
the system. This filter is very simple but it is enough in
order to stabilize the variable for a good control, as shown
in experiments. A vision-based sensor is incorporated in
order to obtain the information of the preceding car
location. The control level is indifferent to the source of the
data because the system will work correctly with any
sensor that supplies the required position such as a laser,
m& or a Radio-Ethemet link. In order to implement this
in the so-called ORBEX Fuzzy controller, two new input
membership functions were added to the CC controller:
Time-Gap-Error membership function: it represents
the time-gap ermr, the difference between the user-defmed
target time-gap and the current time-gap. Then, the input
value for the fuzzy gap controller is represented in ( 5 ) and
measured in seconds.

“The driver of a vehicle driven behind another shall
leave a gap between them that permits the vehicle to stop in
case of a sudden brake, without a collision, taking into
account the speed, adherence and braking conditions”.
Two new input fuzzy variables, a new tule, and two
tule modifications were added to the controller in order to
perform the ACC. The output is the same as that in the CC
controller: the actuation over the throttle pedal. When we
define this controller and its associated experiments, we
will introduce a new terminology. We will name as
pursued car the human driven vehicle that is driven in fmnt
of the ACC equipped car. The pursuer car will be the
automatically driven vehicle that adapts its speed to the
preceding one. At this point, we shall defne the new input
variables:

Time-Gap-Ermr = Time-Gop-

-Time_G~p,-~(5)

Two linguistic labels have been defmed near and far.
Near label shows the difference to the pre-determined
reference safe gap and it gets activated when the two cars
are near enough to start the ACC driving. The far label
indicates that the cars are far enough to restart the classical
CC driving. The graphical representation of the labels for
this membership function is shown in Figure 5.
br

“em

I

Time-Gq-cummf: it is tbe time headway, the time it
takes the pursuer vehicle to reach the point where the
pursued vehicle is at present speed, in seconds. The
mathematical representation is (3).

-0.2

a

4

Seconds

Fig. 5 . Time-Gap-Enor membershipfunction.

The system will consider that when the gap error is less
than 0 the car is fully near; when i t is between 0 to 4 the
pursuer is partially near to the pursued, and if the error is
bigger than 4 it is fully not near. The interpretation of the
far label is analogous. The aim of the controller is for the
automated car to adjust exactly to the user-preset target

where xand xRvsar are the x coordinate of the
pursued and the pursuer c a ~ sover the reference line, in
meters, and vis the speed of the pursuer car in meters
per second.
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With this rule, the conml steps offthe throttle when the
safe distance is near. The stabilization of the system is the
reason for the inclusion of the derivative in this mle.

time-headway when the target speed of the pursuer is
bigger than the speed of the pursued. For example, if the
driver bas set the target time-headway at 2 seconds, when
the distance between his vehicle and the next one is less
than 6 seconds (that is 4 seconds of time gap error) the
control action starts. Xis variable actuates with greater
strength as the gap reduces. Should the gap get to be less
than the preset value (2 seconds in this case), the label
would be considered totally near. Similarly, when the gap
is between 1.8 and 2 seconds the far linguistic label
increases from 0 to 1 and if the distance is more than 2 it is
considered fully far.

IV.

EXPUUMENTALRESULTS

After installing the above defmed system in the testbed
cars, some experiments were made in order to demonshate
its performance. The vision-based vehicle detection system
has been tested on recorded images of real highways in real
conditions. Nonetheless, our test vehicles can not be taken
out of our test hacks due to license problems. Accordingly,
for the time being all vision-based ACC tests have been
done at the CSIC's lnstituto de Autodtica Industrial in
Derivative of the Time-Gap membership function: the
Arganda del Rey, Madrid. The experiment set consists of
units of this input variable are headway-seconds per
second. This is the variation of the time-gap per time unit.
the combination of vision-based safe gap maintenance and
stop-and-go capacity. Two testbed cars were used to make
A linguistic label named negative is defmed. It means that
the actual safe distance is less than the previous one, thus
the controller tests. Both of them are equipped with a
the gap tends to get reduced and the cars are nearer than in
computer, an RTK-GPS receiver and Radio-Ethemet, but
the last control iteration. When the value is lower than 4, only the pursuer has an onboard vision-based ACC. I b e
GPS receiver allows to automatically drive any of the
the negative value is set to the maximum.
testbed vehicles using a previous map of the circuit.
The last components of the ACC controller are the
However, the purmed is manually driven in order to
fuzzy rules. We added a new rule and we also modified
simulate real conditions in which the reactions of the car
two CC previous rules. The new set is as follows:
ahead are unpredictable. The pursuer car must adapt its
speed in all driving situations: when there is a car in its way
and when it is alone on the road In the fust case, the rear
IF Speed-Emor MORE THAN null THEN Accelerator up
car speed must be adapted in order to maintain a user
IF Speed-Emor LESS ITAh' null AND Tim-Gap-Emor
defmed safe gap, until it reaches the target speed also
MORETHAN nearTHENAcceleratordown
defined by the driver for the cruising. During the 156
IF Accelerolion MORE TRAN null TI"Accelerotor up
seconds of this experiment, the pursued car num at some
IF Aceeleralion LESS
null MD Time-Gq-fiwor far
variable speed between 0, when the car is stopped, and 30
T E E N Accelerotor down\
K".The experiment was made in a circuit with a straight
IF Time-Gap-Ewor near AND d-Time-Gap negative TEEN
lane with 2 Km of length, oriented from West to East. We
Aceeleralor up
have also pre-set a minimum safe headway gap in the
The aim of these rules is to maintain the Cruise Control
pursuer car of 2 seconds, This means that if the pursuer's
and to keep a safe distance. To do this, the gap control only
target speed is higher than the pursued one, the pursuer's
actuates when the pursuer car is near the pursued one and it
advanced cmise control will maintain a safe distance of 2
inhibits itself in other cases, the control thus becoming the
seconds from this preceding car. Figure 6 shows four
classical CC. Another siwificant consideration is that there
different graphics.
will only he speed adaption when the pursued car initially
drives slower than the p m u e r because it is necessary to
The bottom graphic shows the real speed of both cars
inhibit the acceleration rules (Accelerator down) and bwst
for the duration of the experiment The third graphic is the
the htaking rules (Accelerator up). Let us see in detail the
real-time headway time-gap between these testbed cars.
modified acceleration rules.
The second represents the inter-vehicle distance, in meters,
including the length of the pursued car (4 m). The top
graphic shows the pressure on the throttle of the purmed
IF Speed-Error LESS TaAN null AND Tim-Gap-Error
car, meaning 0 foot quite off the pedal and 1 throttle fully
MORE THAN near TaEVAccelerofor down
pressed. At the beginning of the experiment both cars are
The throttle signal decreases when the pursuer car is
stopped and separated by about 50 meters. The driver of
near the pursued so it will never accelerate enough to crash
the pursued car starts slowly while the automatic driver of
with the other car
the pursued car sets the target speed at 8 K".The time
IF Aeeelerofion LESS THAN null MD Time-Gq-Error far
gap is initially very high, because the speeds are too low,
THEN Accelcnztor down
so as the pursuer car speed increases, the gap reduces.
This rule allows stepping on the throttle only when the
After the fin1 I6 seconds, the pursuer car gets to its target
pursuer car is far from the pursued one.
speed of 20 Kmih. Then, the gap reduces drastically until it
becomes about 2 seconds. At 40 seconds from the
IF Time-Gap-Erw near AND d-Time-Gap negative THEN
beginning, the pursued car stops. In this case, the pursuer
Acceleroforup
car approaches the other car until the gap is about 2 meters
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opinion, the full automatic driving is a utopia and it will
not he possible for twenty 01 thirty years. The developed
experiences represent a " t i n g point in order to reach this
aim. The present real applications of these kind of
controllers are grouped together m the field of safety
elements of the driving as well as driver's aids. Similar
system are presently installed in mass produced cars or are
in advanced development phase.
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CONCLUSIONS

The alliance of fuzzy logic and Computer Vision and
its application to automatic driving systems can generate
powerful controllers. In most cases, these kind of
controllers go beyond the classical systems and offer a
different point of view about the implementation of
intelligent bansportation systems. The combination of
ACC+Stop&Go is a good solution in order to achieve a
safer driving, !?om high workload roads to traffic jams.
A lot of autonomous transport missions have already
been canied out on private urban-Ue circuits using hvo
Citroen Berlingo electric vans. Some of these missions are
cruise conuol and stop and go trackiog or platoon driving,
assisted by a fuay adaptive cruise control system. In OUT
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